5 Big Recruitment Headaches
And how to overcome them

#1

You don’t have the luxury of unlimited time or
resources, so you can’t aﬀord to play a
trial-and-error guessing game. We understand
your biggest recruitment pain points — so we
built a pre-hire platform to ﬁx them.

#5

Talentstream Recruit is the only platform you
need to use from acquire to hire: just ONE
platform to handle all of your recruitment needs
— from mobile, to sourcing, to people analytics
and much more — allowing you to make more
relevant hires faster.

#2

You don’t have real-time data
and insights to make
recruitment strategy decisions.

With Talentstream Recruit, you can access labour
market data and analytics so you’re not playing a
guessing game about where to ﬁnd and how to
attract the talent you need.

#4

Recruiting is a complex and
time-intensive process.

You’re expected to do more
with less while increasing
recruiter/hiring eﬃciency.

We work with you to get a conﬁgurable workﬂow
that simpliﬁes your daily routine. Talentstream
Recruit has built-in features — job distribution,
search, CV sourcing, candidate management and
referral tools — designed with recruitment process
eﬃciency in mind.

#3

Staying engaged with potential
candidates while building your
candidate pipeline - next to
impossible.

With multiple databases
candidate information can
easily get overlooked.

Talentstream Recruit makes it convenient for you
to access every candidate in your system — all in
one place, so you don’t have to go hunting for it or
run the risk of candidate information getting
overlooked.

Talentstream Recruit oﬀers a built-in talent
network where all of these potential candidates
can live. That way you can engage the right
candidates every time a relevant opportunity
pops up.

Interested in learning more about how Talentstream Recruit can help you solve your
recruiting headaches?

Download E-Book!
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